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1. STRUCTURE OF QUESTIONNAIRE

1.1 Example question

[CUSEFORA \[ASK IF V7102 = NONE OF THESE OR V7102 = DK/REF\]

WHITE SHOWCARD V1
Can I check, [did the person/any of the people] who did it do any of the things listed on this card because they wanted to hurt you, even if this resulted in no injury?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Kicked you
2. Hit/slapped/punched you
3. Pushed or shoved you
4. Used or hit you with a weapon
5. Been physically violent towards you in some other way
6. None of these

1.2 Additional information

+ Indicates questions or display screens that are not on the main data files

\{Text\} indicates additional questionnaire instructions

For coded questions, additional codes that are added by coding after the interview are shown in italics

For all questions except age and gender, ‘Don’t know’ and ‘refused’ codes are available on screen.
2. BACKGROUND

2.1 INTRODUCTION

+CHKDATE [ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: TODAY'S DATE ACCORDING TO THE LAPTOP IS [DAY/MONTH/YEAR]. IS THIS CORRECT? It should be in dd/mm/yy format. So today's date is day [dd], month [mm], Year [yy]. Is this correct?

It is vital today's date is entered correctly and in correct (dd/mm/yy) format as questions in the script depend upon this.

1. Yes
2. No

+CHKDTE2 [IF CHKDATE = NO]

INTERVIEWER: RECORD DATE OF INTERVIEW IN THE FORMAT dd/mm/yy. SEPARATE THE DAY, MONTH AND YEAR WITH SLASHES AND A LEADING ZERO FOR NUMBERS LESS THAN 10.

+DISPLAY [ASK ALL]

The reference period for most questions will be from the first of [^DATE^] to today.

The module being asked is [A/B]

+DISPLAY [ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING OUT TO THE RESPONDENT

I am now going to tell you a few things about the interview:

If at any point during the interview you do not want to continue answering questions or feel uncomfortable please let me know.

INTRODUCE THE RED CARD:

If you do not feel comfortable answering a question just say you do not want to answer and the question can then be skipped. You can use the red card provided to indicate that you do not want to answer a question.

If you do not know the answer to a question please just say you don't know.

Everything said during the interview will remain private and no one will be able to link your answers to you.
2.2 PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

CNAME [ASK OR RECORD]

Can I have your first name?

INTERVIEWER: RECORDING THE FIRST NAME OF THE SELECTED CHILD ALLOWS US TO MAKE SURE THE INFORMATION IS CONSISTENT WITH THE ADULT INTERVIEW DONE AT THE SAME HOUSEHOLD. WE DO NOT USE THE NAME FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. IF THE RESPONDENT (OR HIS/HER PARENTS) DOES NOT WISH YOU TO RECORD THEIR NAME ON THE COMPUTER YOU CAN TYPE IN REFUSED AND CARRY ON THE INTERVIEW.

Open ended

CSEX [ASK ALL]

PLEASE CODE THE SEX OF THE RESPONDENT

1. Male
2. Female

CAGE [ASK ALL]

How old are you?

9..16

2.3 SCHOOLING

CSCHATT [ASK ALL]

I'd now like to ask you a few questions about school.

Firstly can I just check do you currently attend a school or other place of learning?

INTERVIEWER PLEASE CODE 'YES' IF RESPONDENT SAYS THEY ATTEND A PUPIL REFERRAL UNIT OR BEHAVIOURAL UNIT

1. Yes
2. No
3. Have home tuition

CSCHY [ASK IF CSCHATT = 1]

What school year [are you currently in (*October-June)/have you just finished (*July)/are you currently in or have you just finished (*August)/are you currently in or are about to start (*September)]?

1. Year 5
2. Year 6
3. Year 7
4. Year 8
5. Year 9
6. Year 10
7. Year 11

(Text based on month in which interview conducted)
Can I just check you said you are currently [x] years old and you are in school year [X]. Is that correct

1. Yes – continue
2. No – go back to age question
3. CRIME SCREENER QUESTIONS

3.1 PERSONAL CRIMES

SHOW RESPONDENT LIFE EVENTS CALENDAR
Before asking you about crimes or things that may have happened to you over the last 12 months I’d like to give you a calendar. Can you keep this in front of you when answering the next few questions?

If you are not sure about whether or not something happened in the last 12 months you may find looking at the calendar will help you to remember.

INTERVIEWER: MARK OF THE CORRECT 12 MONTH REFERENCE PERIOD ON THE CALENDAR, THAT IS SINCE THE FIRST OF (^DATE^) UNTIL PRESENT AND HAND TO RESPONDENT.

The next few questions are about things that may have happened to YOU over the last 12 months, that is since the first of [^DATE^], in which you may have been affected by crime.

We only need to know about things that happened to you, not things that happened to anyone else in your family or your friends.

Please include anything that happened to you during that time – wherever you were.

Everything you tell us is completely confidential and nobody will get in any trouble as a result of anything you tell us.

In the last 12 months (since the 1st of [^DATE]) has anyone stolen or taken something that belonged to you without your permission, even if you got it back later?

IF NECESSARY: Please do not include anything that belongs to someone else or that belongs to your whole family.

1. Yes
2. No
CRIME SCREENER QUESTIONS

CNTHEF  [ASK IF CTHEF = YES]

How many times in the last 12 months has anyone stolen or taken something that belonged to you without permission?

NOTE: 96 = MORE THAN 95

NOTE: 97 = TOO MANY TO REMEMBER

USING CODES 96 OR 97 CAN CAUSE PROBLEMS IN SEPARATING SINGLE AND SERIES INCIDENTS, SO PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATES WHERE POSSIBLE

1..95
96  More than 95
97  Too many to remember

CTRYTHEF  [ASK ALL]

And [apart from anything you have already told me about] in the last 12 months (since the 1st of [^DATE]) has anyone TRIED to steal or take something that belonged to you without your permission, even if you got it back later?

IF NECESSARY: Please do not include anything that belongs to someone else or that belongs to your whole family.

1. Yes
2. No

CNTRYTHEF  [ASK IF CTRYTHEF = YES]

How many times in the last 12 months has anyone TRIED to steal or take something that belonged to you without permission?

NOTE: 96 = MORE THAN 95

NOTE: 97 = TOO MANY TO REMEMBER

USING CODES 96 OR 97 CAN CAUSE PROBLEMS IN SEPARATING SINGLE AND SERIES INCIDENTS, SO PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATES WHERE POSSIBLE

1..95
96  More than 95
97  Too many to remember

CDELIBDA  [ASK ALL]

And [apart from anything you have already told me about] in the last 12 months (since the 1st of [^DATE]) has anyone broken, damaged or ruined anything that belonged to you ON PURPOSE?

INTERVIEWER: This should include belongings that have since been replaced.

1. Yes
2. No
**CNDELIBA**  [ASK IF CDELIBDA = YES]

How many times in the last 12 months has anyone broken, damaged or ruined something that belonged to you ON PURPOSE?

NOTE: 96 = MORE THAN 95

NOTE: 97 = TOO MANY TO REMEMBER

USING CODES 96 OR 97 CAN CAUSE PROBLEMS IN SEPARATING SINGLE AND SERIES INCIDENTS, SO PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATES WHERE POSSIBLE

1..95

96 More than 95

97 Too many to remember

**CVIOLTYA-CVIOLTYH**  [ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD V1

And [apart from anything you have already told me about] in the last 12 months (since the 1st of [*DATE]*) has anyone done any of the things listed on this card because they wanted to hurt you, even if this resulted in no injury?

1. Kicked you
2. Hit/slapped/punched you
3. Pushed or shoved you
4. Used or hit you with a weapon
5. Been physically violent towards you in some other way
6. None of these

**CNVIOL**  [ASK IF CVIOL = YES]

WHITE SHOWCARD V1

How many times in the last 12 months has anyone done any of the things listed on this card because they wanted to hurt you?

NOTE: 96 = MORE THAN 95

NOTE: 97 = TOO MANY TO REMEMBER

USING CODES 96 OR 97 CAN CAUSE PROBLEMS IN SEPARATING SINGLE AND SERIES INCIDENTS, SO PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATES WHERE POSSIBLE

1..95

96 More than 95

97 Too many to remember
CRIME SCREENER QUESTIONS

CTHREVIO  [ASK ALL]

And [apart from anything you have already told me about], In the last 12 months (since the 1st of "DATE)) has anyone THREATENED you?

IF NECESSARY: They may have threatened to hurt you OR they may have threatened to use a weapon OR threatened you with a weapon.

1. Yes
2. No

CNTHRVIO  [ASK IF CTHREVIO = YES]

How many times in the last 12 months has anyone THREATENED you?

NOTE: 96 = MORE THAN 95

NOTE: 97 = TOO MANY TO REMEMBER

USING CODES 96 OR 97 CAN CAUSE PROBLEMS IN SEPARATING SINGLE AND SERIES INCIDENTS, SO PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATES WHERE POSSIBLE

1..95

96  More than 95

97  Too many to remember

CWHOPR1A-
CWHOPR1F  [ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: CODE WHO WAS PRESENT IN ROOM DURING SCREENER QUESTIONS.

1. No-one else in room
2. Parent/guardian
3. A child household member was present (under 18)
4. Other adult household member (include lodgers)
5. Other child under 18 (including visitor)
6. Another adult, including visitor

3.2  CHECKING WHETHER ANY SERIES OF INCIDENTS

DISPLAY  [ASK ALL VICTIMS]

I am now going to ask you some more about the last 12 months.

SIMILAR1  [ASK IF CNTHEF > 1]

You mentioned that in the last 12 months someone had stolen or taken something belonging to you without your permission [twice/[X] times].

Were any of these very similar incidents, where the same thing was done under the same circumstances and probably by the same people?

1. Yes
2. No
You mentioned that in the last 12 months someone TRIED to steal or take something belonging to you without your permission [twice/[X] times].

Were any of these very similar incidents, where the same thing was done under the same circumstances and probably by the same people?

1. Yes
2. No

You mentioned that in the last 12 months someone had broken, damaged or ruined something that belonged to you ON PURPOSE [twice/[X] times].

Were any of these very similar incidents, where the same thing was done under the same circumstances and probably by the same people?

1. Yes
2. No

You mentioned that in the last 12 months someone wanted to hurt you in some way [twice/[X] times].

IF NECESSARY: SHOWCARD V1 (relating to types of force and/or violence)

Were any of these very similar incidents, where the same thing was done under the same circumstances and probably by the same people?

1. Yes
2. No

You mentioned that in the last 12 months you had been threatened [twice/[X] times].

Were any of these very similar incidents, where the same thing was done under the same circumstances and probably by the same people?

1. Yes
2. No

3.3 SORTING OUT THE SERIES PATTERN

[ASK NEXT SET OF QUESTIONS SEPARATELY FOR EACH TYPE OF CRIME WHERE THERE WAS MORE THAN ONE INCIDENT PER CRIME AND INFORMANT SAID YES SOME WERE PART OF A SERIES]

Would you say that [BOTH/ALL] of the [x] incidents were similar or were any of them obviously separate or different in nature?

1. All were part of a series
2. Some were separate incidents, the rest were a series
How many of the [number of incidents] incidents were SEPARATE incidents?

1..97

Can we now think about the separate incidents of [type of crime], that is, those incidents which were NOT part of the series. Can you tell me the date of the [earliest/second/etc] separate incident of [type of crime]?

IF DON'T KNOW THE EXACT DATE, PLEASE ENTER ESTIMATE
FIRST is EARLIEST, SECOND is NEXT AFTER THAT, ETC.

INTERVIEWER: SHOW LIFE EVENTS CALENDAR

YOU MUST ENTER ALL SIX DIGITS OF THE DATE (E.G. IN 2011 NEW YEAR'S DAY WOULD BE 01/01/11, VALENTINE'S DAY WOULD BE 14/02/11)

So there were [NUMBER] incidents of [TYPE OF CRIME] making up the SERIES?

INTERVIEWER - PLEASE CONFIRM, OR GO BACK AND AMEND CODING.

1. Yes
2. No

Could you tell me the date of the MOST RECENT incident in the series?

IF DON'T KNOW THE EXACT DATE, PLEASE ENTER ESTIMATE.

INTERVIEWER: SHOW LIFE EVENTS CALENDAR

YOU MUST ENTER ALL SIX DIGITS OF THE DATE (E.G. IN 2011 NEW YEAR'S DAY WOULD BE 01/01/11, VALENTINE'S DAY WOULD BE 14/02/11)

So there were one or more separate incidents, followed by a series of incidents, and THEN another one or more separate incidents?

INTERVIEWER - PLEASE CONFIRM OR GO BACK AND AMEND CODING

1. Yes
2. No

Of the [NUMBER] separate incidents, how many were there BEFORE the series began?

1..97
And how many separate incidents were there AFTER the series ended?

1..10

[PROGRAMME RECORDS WHICH INCIDENT(S) TAKES PRIORITY]

1. Series takes priority
2. Latest separate incident takes priority
3. Separate, then series, then separate

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER - BELOW IS A CHECK LIST OF OFFENCES COMMITTED AGAINST THE RESPONDENT AND HOUSEHOLD IN THE PAST YEAR PLEASE CONFIRM THE LIST WITH THE RESPONDENT - CHECK THAT EVERYTHING HAS BEEN MENTIONED AND NOTHING COUNTED TWICE GO BACK AND AMEND CODING IF NECESSARY. IF YOU CHOOSE TO GO BACK YOU WILL BE TAKEN TO THE BEGINNING OF THE SCREENER QUESTIONNAIRE

[LIST OF CRIMES IN PRIORITY ORDER]

1. Continue
2. Go back
4. VICTIMISATION MODULE

4.1 DATE AND DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

+DISPLAY [ASK ALL]

I now want to ask you about WHEN the incident(s) you have just mentioned happened during the last 12 months. I'd like to mark on the calendar the date of each incident.

INTERVIEWER: FOR EACH CRIME, MARK ON THE CALENDAR THE DATE WHEN IT OCCURRED. THIS ONLY NEEDS TO BE ESTIMATED TO THE NEAREST MONTH.

IF THE RESPONDENT IS HAVING DIFFICULTY REMEMBERING THE EXACT MONTH YOU MAY FIND IT USEFUL TO MARK SOME OTHER LANDMARK DATES ON THE CALENDAR (E.G. BIRTHDAYS, ETC.) WHICH CAN BE USED FOR REFERENCE POINTS.

+DISPLAY [ASK ALL]

Now I want to ask you some more questions about when someone [threatened you etc]

CDATESEA- CDATSEH [ASK IF SERIES OF SIMILAR INCIDENTS]

You mentioned a series of [NUMBER] similar incidents where someone [threatened you etc] since [the first Of ^DATE^]. When did these incidents happen? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

SHOW LIFE EVENTS CALENDAR

1. Before [the first of ^DATE^]
2. Between [^QUARTER^]
3. Between [^QUARTER^]
4. Between [^QUARTER^]
5. Between [^QUARTER^]
6. Between [the first of ^DATE^] and the present

{IF ALL THE INCIDENTS IN THE SERIES OCCURED MORE THAN 12 MONTHS AGO (i.e. CODE 1 ONLY) THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT GET ASKED A VICTIM FORM FOR THIS INCIDENT}

CNQUART1 [ASK IF CDATESE = 2]

How many incidents of this kind happened between [^QUARTER^]?

1..97

CNQUART2 [ASK IF CDATESE = 3]

How many incidents of this kind happened between [^QUARTER^]?

1..97
CNQUART3  [ASK IF CDATESE = 4]

How many incidents of this kind happened between \[^\text{QUARTER}\]^? 

1..97

CNQUART4  [ASK IF CDATESE = 5]

How many incidents of this kind happened between \[^\text{QUARTER}\]^? 

1..97

CNQUART5  [ASK IF CDATESE = 6]

How many incidents of this kind happened between \[^\text{DATE}\]^ and the present? 

1..97

CMTHRCIN  [ASK IF ANY CDATESE IN (2..6) OR DK OR REF]

In which month did the most recent of these incident(s) happen? 

INTERVIEWER EXPLAIN: IF PART OF SERIES, THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO THE MOST RECENT INCIDENT IN SERIES.

{CODE FRAME ON SCREEN SHOWS THE PREVIOUS 12 CALENDAR MONTHS (PLUS THE CURRENT MONTH) FROM THE DATE OF INTERVIEW}

CQTRRCIN  [ASK IF CMTHRCIN= DON'T KNOW]

INTERVIEWER: ASK OR RECORD
In what quarter did the most recent incident happen? Was it ...

1. Before [the first of \[^\text{DATE}\]^]  *Don't get asked VF*
2. Between \[^\text{QUARTER}\]^  
3. Between \[^\text{QUARTER}\]^  
4. Between \[^\text{QUARTER}\]^  
5. Between \[^\text{QUARTER}\]^  
6. Between [the first of \[^\text{DATE}\]^] and the present?

CCHKRCIN  [ASK IF CQTRRCIN = 6 AND INTERVIEWING TAKES PLACE IN THE SECOND OR THIRD MONTH OF THE QUARTER]

And can I just check, did the most recent incident happen before or after the first of \[^\text{DATE}\]^? 

1. Before the first of \[^\text{DATE}\]^  
2. After the first of \[^\text{DATE}\]^
+CQWHEN  [ASK IF SINGLE INCIDENT AND RESPONDENT ATTENDS SCHOOL/PLACE OF LEARNING AND GAVE SCHOOL YEAR]

You said that, since [the first of ^DATE^], someone [CRIME TYPE]. Did the incident happen when you were...READ OUT

1. In Year [x]  
2. In Year [y]  
3. In the summer holidays when you were between Year [y] and Year [x]  
4. In the summer holidays since finishing Year [x]  
5. or in the summer holidays BEFORE you started Year [x]

\(x=\text{current school year}, y=\text{previous school year}\)

*If current month is in school year, code 3 appears and not codes 4-5. If current month in Summer holidays, codes 4-5 appear and not code 3*

CMTHINC2  [ASK IF SINGLE INCIDENT]

You said that since the first of ^DATE^, someone [CRIME TYPE]. In which month did that happen?

SHOW LIFE EVENT CALENDAR

{CODE FRAME ON SCREEN SHOWS UP TO THE PREVIOUS 12 CALENDAR MONTHS (PLUS THE CURRENT MONTH) FROM THE DATE OF INTERVIEW – FILTERED ACCORDING TO ANY ANSWER GIVEN AT CQWHEN (e.g. if in the Summer holidays, only July-September appear)}

CQTRINCI  [ASK IF CMTHINC2 = DK]

In what quarter did the incident happen? Was it ...READ OUT

1. Before [the first of ^DATE^] - Don't get asked VF  
2. Between [^QUARTER^]  
3. Between [^QUARTER^]  
4. Between [^QUARTER^]  
5. Between [^QUARTER^]  
6. Between [the first of ^DATE^] and the present?

CCHKREC2  [ASK IF CQTRINCI = 6 AND INTERVIEWING TAKES PLACE IN THE SECOND OR THIRD MONTH OF THE QUARTER]

And can I just check, did the incident happen before or after the first of ^DATE^?

1. Before first of [^DATE^]  
2. After first of [^DATE^]

CYRINCIB  [ASK IF CMTHINC2 = DK AND CQTRINCI = DK]

ASK OR RECORD
Can I just check, did the (most recent) incident take place before or after the first of [^DATE^]?

1. Before first of [^DATE^] - Don't get asked VF  
2. After first of [^DATE^]
4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT

**CDESCRIN  [ASK ALL]**

Before I ask you some more questions about when someone [threatened you etc], can you tell me in your own words what happened? For example where you were, was anything taken, whether anyone hurt you or tried to hurt you?

IF PART OF A SERIES RECORD THE MOST RECENT OCCASION. PROBE FOR DETAILS OF NATURE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF INCIDENT. (E.G. WHO WAS THE VICTIM, WHO DID IT, WHERE DID IT HAPPEN, WHAT DID THEY DO?)

Text: Maximum 220 characters

**MINIDESC  [ASK ALL]**

INTERVIEWER: Please type in a short sentence summarising the incident and agree this with the respondent

THIS DESCRIPTION WILL BE USED THROUGHOUT THE VICTIM FORM TO MAKE IT CLEAR TO THE RESPONDENT WHICH OFFENCE YOU ARE REFERRING TO.

REMEMBER THE SENTENCE WILL ALWAYS APPEAR AFTER THE PHRASE ‘Thinking about when….’

Text: Maximum 150 characters
4.3 FULL VICTIM FORM

4.3.1 INCIDENT FORM CHECKLIST

CV71 [ASK ALL]

ASK OR RECORD
INTERVIEWER: ONLY RECORD THE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CERTAIN FROM THE DESCRIPTION.
IF IN ANY DOUBT YOU MUST ASK THE RESPONDENT

Was anything that belonged to you stolen, or taken without your permission, even if you got it back later?

1. Yes
2. No

CTHFCHK [ASK IF ((CTHEF = YES) AND (CV71 = NO OR DON'T KNOW))]

INTERVIEWER: EARLIER ON YOU RECORDED THAT SOMETHING WAS STOLEN.

THE OPEN ENDED DESCRIPTION YOU RECORDED WAS [ENTER DESCRIPTION]

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWERS CODED AT CV71 WITH THE RESPONDENT.
YOU WILL NOW BE TAKEN BACK TO CV71.

CV75 [ASK ALL]

ASK OR RECORD
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CERTAIN FROM THE DESCRIPTION ALREADY GIVEN. IF IN ANY DOUBT YOU MUST ASK THE RESPONDENT

(Apart from what was actually taken) did anyone try to steal or take anything (else) that belonged to you without your permission?

1. Yes
2. No

CATHFCHK [ASK IF ((CTRYTHEF = YES) AND (CV75 = NO OR DON'T KNOW))]

INTERVIEWER: EARLIER ON YOU RECORDED THAT AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO STEAL SOMETHING.

THE OPEN ENDED DESCRIPTION YOU RECORDED WAS [ENTER DESCRIPTION]

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWERS CODED AT CV75 WITH THE RESPONDENT.
YOU WILL NOW BE TAKEN BACK TO CV75
CV77  [ASK ALL]

ASK OR RECORD
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CERTAIN FROM THE DESCRIPTION ALREADY GIVEN. IF IN ANY DOUBT YOU MUST ASK THE RESPONDENT

Were any of your personal belongings broken, damaged or ruined ON PURPOSE?

1. Yes
2. No

CDAMCHK  [ASK IF ((CDELIBDA = YES) AND (CV77 = NO OR DON’T KNOW))]

INTERVIEWER: EARLIER ON YOU RECORDED THAT SOMETHING WAS DAMAGED ON PURPOSE.

THE OPEN ENDED DESCRIPTION YOU RECORDED WAS [ENTER DESCRIPTION]

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWER CODED AT CV77 WITH THE RESPONDENT. YOU WILL NOW BE TAKEN BACK TO CV77.

CV78  [ASK ALL]

ASK OR RECORD
INTERVIEWER: ONLY RECORD THE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CERTAIN FROM THE DESCRIPTION ALREADY GIVEN. IF IN ANY DOUBT YOU MUST ASK THE RESPONDENT

Did you have any contact with the person or people who did it, or did you know anything about them, such as how many there were or whether they were male or female?

1. Yes
2. No

CV7102A-CV7102H  [ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD V1
ASK OR RECORD
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CERTAIN FROM THE DESCRIPTION ALREADY GIVEN. IF IN ANY DOUBT YOU MUST ASK THE RESPONDENT

Did the person or any of the people who did it do any of the things listed on this card because they wanted to hurt you, even if you didn’t have any injuries?  CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Kicked you
2. Hit/slapped/punched you
3. Pushed or shoved you
4. Used or hit you with a weapon
5. Was physically violent towards you in some other way
6. None of these
INTERVIEWER: EARLIER ON YOU RECORDED THAT FORCE OR VIOLENCE WAS USED.

THE OPEN ENDED DESCRIPTION YOU RECORDED WAS [ENTER DESCRIPTION]

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWER CODED AT CV710 WITH THE RESPONDENT. YOU WILL NOW BE TAKEN BACK TO CV710.

CV711 [ASK ALL]

ASK OR RECORD
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CERTAIN FROM THE DESCRIPTION ALREADY GIVEN. IF IN ANY DOUBT YOU MUST ASK THE RESPONDENT

Did the person or people who did it threaten you?

IF NECESSARY: By threatened we mean things such as threatened to hurt you, threatened you with a weapon or threatened to use a weapon

1. Yes
2. No

+CTHRCHK (((CTHREVIO = YES) AND (CV711 = NO OR DON'T KNOW))

INTERVIEWER: EARLIER ON YOU RECORDED THAT THE RESPONDENT WAS THREATENED.

THE OPEN ENDED DESCRIPTION YOU RECORDED WAS [ENTER DESCRIPTION]

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWER CODED AT CV711 WITH THE RESPONDENT. YOU WILL NOW BE TAKEN BACK TO CV711.

+ASKEND [ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: THAT IS THE END OF THE ASK OR RECORD QUESTIONS

CV712 [ASK ALL (UNLESS CV7102 = 4, IN WHICH CASE CV712 IS SET TO YES)]

INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE ANSWER ONLY IF YOU ARE CERTAIN FROM THE DESCRIPTION OR FROM THE QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE FIRST SECTION OF THE VICTIM FORM. IF IN ANY DOUBT YOU MUST ASK THE RESPONDENT.

Did the person or people who did it have a weapon or something they used or threatened to use as a weapon?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refused
+CWEACHK  [ASK IF ((CVIOL = 4) AND (CV712 = NO OR DON'T KNOW))]

INTERVIEWER: EARLIER ON YOU RECORDED THAT SOMETHING WAS USED AS WEAPON

THE OPEN ENDED DESCRIPTION YOU RECORDED WAS [ENTER DESCRIPTION]

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWER CODED AT CV712 WITH THE RESPONDENT. YOU WILL NOW BE TAKEN BACK TO CV712.

CREFCHK  [ASK IF ALL QUESTIONS FROM CV71 TO CV712 ARE DK OR REF]

INTERVIEWER: YOU HAVE RECORDED DK OR REF AT THE FIRST 8 QUESTIONS OF THE VICTIM FORM. IF YOU WANT TO SKIP THE REST OF THE VICTIM FORM, CODE 'SKIP' AND RECORD THE REASON FOR DOING THIS

1. Skip
2. Continue

CWHYSKI2  [ASK IF CREFCHK = SKIP]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU ARE SKIPPING THIS VICTIM FORM

Text: Maximum 200 characters

4.3.2  CIRCUMSTANCES OF INCIDENT

CVICTARE  [ASK ALL]

Can I just check, did it happen in or around this area?

INTERVIEWER: THIS DOES NOT HAVE TO BE WITHIN 15 MINUTES WALK OF HERE

1. Yes
2. No

CWHERHAP  [ASK IF CVICTARE = NO OR DK OR REF]

Can I just check, did it happen in England or Wales?

INTERVIEWER: If the respondent is unsure please ask them to tell you exactly where it happened and then code if this is in England/ Wales or elsewhere

1. England or Wales
2. Elsewhere (SPECIFY)
4.3.3 LOCATION OF INCIDENT

CWHERVI3 [ASK ALL]

Where did it happen?

INTERVIEWER: PROBE FULLY
NOTE: 'AROUND' INCLUDES NEARBY STREETS AND CAR PARKS.
BY SCHOOL WE MEAN: SCHOOL, COLLEGE, OTHER PLACE OF LEARNING

1. In/around your school
2. Own home or own garage
3. Immediately outside home (including shed, garden, street, same building)
4. In/around a housing estate (not including someone else’s house)
5. Park/common/other public open space
6. In/around football grounds/other sports ground
7. In/around sports centre/sports club
8. In/around pub/nightclub/disco (include over 18s and under 18s nightclubs)
9. In/around other place of public entertainment (e.g. amusement arcade, cinema, theatre, bowling alley, restaurant)
10. Travelling on transport or in or near bus/tram stops or train stations
11. Other public or commercial locations (e.g. shop, street, market, hospital etc)
12. Friends/relatives home
13. In the street
14. Elsewhere (SPECIFY)

COWNHOME [ASK IF CWHERVI3 = 2]

ASK (OR RECORD IF OBVIOUS)
Was this...READ OUT

1. inside your own home (include attempted break-in)
2. in a garage next to this house/flat
3. in another garage (e.g. row of garages for flats/estate)
4. or outside in the garden or in the street outside your home?

CVICSCH [ASK IF CWHERVI3 = 1]

ASK (OR RECORD IF OBVIOUS)
Was this...READ OUT

BY SCHOOL WE MEAN: SCHOOL, COLLEGE, OTHER PLACE OF LEARNING

1. inside the school building
2. in the street outside
3. In the playground
4. on a school bus or coach
5. in the school car park
6. Elsewhere while on a school trip
7. DO NOT PROMPT: Unclear whether inside or immediately outside
CTRANSP2  [ASK IF CWHERVI3 = 10]

ASK (OR RECORD IF OBVIOUS)
Was this...READ OUT SINGLE CODE

1. on a bus
2. at a bus stop/station
3. on a train
4. at a railway station
5. or elsewhere (SPECIFY)?

4.3.4 METHOD OF ENTRY

COFFINH2  [ASK IF CWHERVI3 = 2 OR 3]

Did the person/people who did it actually get inside your house or flat or your garage or shed when this happened?

INTERVIEWER: PRIORITY CODE (INCLUDE ANY OTHER OUTBUILDINGS)

1. Yes – inside house or flat
2. Yes – inside garage or shed or other outbuilding
3. No

COFFINVI  [ASK IF (CWHERVI3 = 2 OR 3) AND (COFFINH2 = 1 OR 2)]

At the time this happened was the person or people who did this allowed to be inside your house or flat/garage or shed? For example, was it done by people who were invited in, a workman doing a job, or guests, or people who lived with you?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Got in by false pretences

CINSIDFP  [ASK IF COFFINVI = 1]

Did they get inside by pretending they were there for another reason (such as pretending to be an official or posing as someone else)?

1. Yes
2. No

CTRYINSI  [ASK IF COFFINH2 = NO OR DK]

Did they TRY to get inside your house or flat or your garage or shed at any time during the incident?

INTERVIEWER: PRIORITY CODE (INCLUDE ANY OTHER OUTBUILDINGS)

1. Yes – tried to get inside house or flat
2. Yes – tried to get inside garage or shed or other outbuilding
3. No
CTRYFPIN  [ASK IF CTRYINSI = 1 OR 2]

Did they try to get inside by pretending they were there for another reason (such as pretending to be an official or posing as someone else)?

1. Yes
2. No

4.3.5 WHEN THE INCIDENT TOOK PLACE

CWHNVIC2  [ASK ALL]

When did it happen? READ OUT

1. During a weekday daytime
2. During a weekday evening/night time
3. During the weekend (including Friday night)
4. Some other time (SPECIFY)

CDAYLIG  [ASK ALL]

Was it daylight or dark outside at the time?

1. Daylight
2. Dark
3. Dawn/dusk

4.3.6 MOTIVATION FOR INCIDENT

CHTEMO2A-CHTEMO2F  [ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOW CARD V2
Looking at the things on this card do you think the person who did this picked on you because of any of these things? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Your skin colour or racial background
2. Your religious background (for example Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Hindu)
3. A long term illness or disability you have
4. None of these

4.3.7 DETAILS OF THE OFFENDERS

CNUMOFF  [ASK IF CV78 = YES]

[You mentioned earlier that you might have some information about the people who did it]. How many were there?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four or more

COFFSEX1  [ASK IF CNUMOFF = 1]

Was the person who did it male or female?

1. Male
2. Female
CAGEOFF1 [ASK IF CNUMOFF = 1]

How old was the person who did it? Would you say [he/she] was...

1. under 10 years old
2. between 10 and 15
3. between 16 and 19
4. between 20 and 24
5. 25 or over

CKNEWOF1 [ASK IF CNUMOFF = 1]

Can I just check, before it happened, was the person who did it...

1. Well known to you
2. Known just to speak to
3. Known just by sight
4. or was [she/he] a stranger?

COFFREL2 [CKNEWOF1 IN (1..3)]

How did you know [him/her]?

INTERVIEWER: PRIORITY CODE
IF EX BOY/GIRLFRIEND/ PARTNER CODE AS 1

1. Boy/girlfriend / partner
2. Your parent or guardian including step/ adopted/ foster
3. Your brother/sister including step / adopted/ foster
4. Another relative
5. Friend
6. Neighbour
7. Pupil at your school/place of learning
8. Pupil at another school
9. Teacher
10. Young person from local area
11. Young person from a different area
12. Other (SPECIFY)

CSTGANG1 [ASK IF CNUMOFF = 1]

Do you think that the person who did it was a member of a street gang?
By a street gang we mean, groups of young people who hang around together and:

- have a specific area or territory;
- have a name, colour or something else to identify the group;
- possibly have rules or a leader;
- who may commit crimes together.

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure

COFFSEX2 [ASK IF CNUMOFF IN (2..4) OR DK/REF]

Were the people who did it male or female?

1. Male
2. Female
3. People of both sexes
CAGEOF2A-
CAGEOF2G  [ASK IF CNUMOFF IN (2..4) OR DK/REF]

How old were the people who did it? Would you say they were...READ OUT
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. under 10 years old
2. between 10 and 15
3. between 16 and 19
4. between 20 and 24
5. or 25 or over?

CKNOWOF2A-
CKNOWOF2F  [ASK IF CNUMOFF IN (2..4) OR DK/REF]

Can I just check before it happened, were the people who did it...READ OUT
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Well known to you
2. Known just to speak to
3. Known just by sight
4. or were they strangers?

COFREL3A-
COFREL3N  [ASK IF CKNOWOF2 IN (1..3)]

How did you know them? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

IF EX BOY/GIRLFRIEND/ PARTNER CODE AS 1

1. Boy/girlfriend / partner
2. Your parent(s) or guardian(s) (including step/ adopted/ foster)
3. Your brother(s)/sister(s) (including step / adopted/ foster)
4. Another relative/relatives
5. Friend (s)
6. Neighbour(s)
7. Pupil/pupils at your school
8. Pupil/pupils at another school
9. Teacher (s)
10. Young people from local area
11. Young people from a different area
12. Other (SPECIFY)

{CHECK IF ANSWERED CODE 1-4: IF ONLY ONE ANSWER CODED
INTERVIEWER TO CONFIRM THIS IS CORRECT}

CSTGANG2  [ASK IF NUMOFF IN (2..4) OR DK/REF]

Do you think that any of the people who did it were a member of a street gang?
By a street gang we mean, groups of young people who hang around together and:

- have a specific area or territory ;
- have a name, colour or something else to identify the group;
- possibly have rules or a leader;
- who may commit crimes together.

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4.3.8 DETAILS OF WHAT WAS STOLEN

CSTOLITM [ASK IF V71 = NO OR V71 = DK/REF]

Can I check, was anything that belonged to you stolen or taken without your permission, even if you got it back later?

1. Yes
2. No

CINTTHF1 [ASK IF CSTOLITM = YES OR CV71 = YES]

[You mentioned earlier that something was stolen or taken without your permission]
Do you think [he/she/they] meant to take it?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

CINTTHF2 [ASK IF CSTOLITM = YES OR CV71 = YES]

Do you think [he/she/they] meant to keep it and not give it back?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

CBLNG2A-CBLNG2E [ASK IF CSTOLITM = YES OR CV71 = YES]

Who did the property belong to? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

INTERVIEWER: IF SHARED OWNERSHIP USE THE TWO APPROPRIATE CODES

1. Respondent
2. Other household member
3. Someone else
Thinking about your personal belongings, what was taken, even if you got it back later? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

PROBE FULLY: Anything else?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Bag (including handbag/shopping bag/sports bag/school bag)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Stationery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Purse/wallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Cash cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Mobile phone or smartphone (inc. iPhone, Blackberry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Camera (inc. video camera/camcorder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Portable audio or media device (e.g. MP3 player, iPod, DVD player)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>DVD players/recorders (inc Blu-ray players)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Stereo/Hi-fi equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Portable computers or other electronic devices (e.g. laptop, netbook, iPad, Kindle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Computers and computer equipment (e.g. PC, Mac, printers, scanners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Portable games consoles (e.g. PSP, Nintendo DS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Games consoles (e.g. Playstation 3, Xbox 360, Nintendo Wii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>CDs/ DVDs/computer games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Train/bus/travel pass (including oyster card)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Jewellery/watches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Clothes/shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Documents (eg savings account book, passport)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>House keys/key-rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Bicycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Glasses, sunglasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Sports equipment (e.g. golf clubs, horse riding equipment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Toiletries/make up/perfume/medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Cigarettes/tobacco/lighters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Bicycle parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Toys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Food/lunch and sweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CBIKLOC [ASK IF CWAST3 = BICYCLE]

Was the bicycle locked at the time it was taken? By locked I mean it was secured by a chain, a cable, a shackel or D lock or something similar.

INTERVIEWER: IF THE BICYCLE WAS IN A LOCKED GARAGE, SHED OR SIMILAR PLACE AT THE TIME IT WAS STOLEN BUT WAS NOT ACTUALLY SECURED BY A BICYCLE LOCK OR CHAIN CODE 'NO' AT THIS QUESTION

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CFINSCAR  [ASK IF CBLNG2 = RESPONDENT]

ASK (OR RECORD IF OBVIOUS)
Were any of your personal belongings taken from INSIDE a car or van?

1. Yes
2. No

CHOLDSTO  [ASK IF CSTOLITM = YES OR CV71=YES]

Can I just check, were you, holding, carrying or wearing (any of) what was taken, including anything in your pockets or in bags you were carrying?

1. Yes
2. No

CAWARE2  [ASK IF CHOLDSTO = YES]

At the time that it happened, did you know that something was being taken from you or were you unaware of it?

1. Aware of the theft
2. Unaware of the theft

CMOBCAR2  [ASK IF CWLAST3 = MOBILE PHONE]

Earlier you said your mobile phone had been stolen. When your phone was stolen, was the phone…READ OUT

1. In your hand
2. On your person (e.g. in a pocket, on a belt or in bag you were carrying)
3. In a bag you were not carrying
4. Left unattended (for example on a table, in your coat)
5. or somewhere else?

4.3.9 DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

CDEFPROP  [ASK IF V77 = NO OR V77= DK/REF]

Can I just check, were any of your belongings broken, damaged or ruined?

1. Yes
2. No

CDAMDELI  [ASK IF CV77=YES OR DEFAPROP = YES]

[You mentioned earlier that something was damaged.] Do you think that the damage was done on PURPOSE?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
VICTIMISATION MODULE

CWHTDA3A-CWHTDA3F [ASK IF CV77=YES OR CDEFPROP = YES]

Whose belongings did they damage? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Respondents personal belongings such as clothing, jewellery, mobile phone, mp3 player, bike etc
2. Other property inside your home
3. The outside of your home (e.g. doors, windows, walls)
4. Property belonging to someone else

CWHTDP3A-CWHTDP3GG [ASK IF CWHTDA3 = 1]

[Thinking about your personal belongings] what was damaged? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

PROBE FULLY: Anything else?

1. Bag (including handbag/shopping bag/sports bag/school bag)
2. Stationery
3. Purse/wallet
4. Cash (Masked to match items stolen list)
5. Cash cards (Masked to match items stolen list)
6. Mobile phone or smartphone (inc. iPhone, Blackberry)
7. Camera (inc. video camera/camcorder)
8. Portable audio or media device (e.g. MP3 player, iPod, DVD player)
9. DVD players/recorders (inc Blu-ray players)
10. Stereo/Hi-fi equipment
11. Television
12. Portable computers or other electronic devices (e.g. laptop, netbook, iPad, Kindle)
13. Computers and computer equipment (e.g. PC, Mac, printers, scanners)
14. Portable games consoles (e.g. PSP, Nintendo DS)
15. Games consoles (e.g. Playstation 3, Xbox 360, Nintendo Wii)
16. CDs/ DVDs/computer games
17. Train/bus/travel pass (including oyster card)
18. Jewellery/watches
19. Clothes/shoes
20. Documents (eg savings account book, passport)
21. House keys/key-rings
22. Bicycle
23. Glasses, sunglasses
24. Sports equipment (e.g. golf clubs, horse riding equipment)
25. Toiletries/make up/perfume/medication
26. Cigarettes/tobacco/lighters
27. Books
28. Bicycle parts
29. Toys
30. Food/lunch and sweets
31. Other

CDELIFIR [ASK IF CV77 = YES OR CDEFPROP = YES]

ASK (OR RECORD IF OBVIOUS)
Can I just check, were any of your personal belongings damaged by fire?

1. Yes
2. No
CDELIFIR2  [ASK IF CDELIFIR =YES]

And do you think the fire damage was done ON PURPOSE?

1. Yes  
2. No

4.3.10 ATTEMPTED THEFT

CTRYSTOT  [ASK IF CV75 = NO OR CV75 = DK/REF]

[Apart from what was actually taken] Can I just check, to the best of your knowledge, did [they/he/she] TRY to steal or take anything [else] belonging to you, without your permission?

1. Yes  
2. No

CINTTHF3  [ASK IF CTRYSTOT = YES OR CV75 = YES]

[You mentioned earlier that someone tried to take something.] Do you think [he/she/they] meant to take it and not give it back?

1. Yes  
2. No  
3. Don't know

CBLNG2AA-
CBLNG2AE  [ASK IF CTRYSTOT = YES OR CV75 = YES]

Whose belongings did they try to take?

1. Respondent  
2. Other household member  
3. Someone else

CINVEH  [ASK IF CBLNG2A = RESPONDENT]

ASK (OR RECORD IF OBVIOUS)

Can I just check, did they try to take anything that belonged to you from INSIDE a car or van?

1. Yes  
2. No

CTRYSTPE  [ASK IF CTRYSTOT = YES OR CV75 = YES]

ASK (OR RECORD IF OBVIOUS)

Can I just check, were you holding, carrying or wearing (any of) what they tried to steal, including anything in your pockets or in bags you were carrying?

1. Yes  
2. No
4.3.11 USE OF FORCE OR VIOLENCE

**CUSEFORA**  [ASK IF CV7102 = NONE OF THESE OR CV7102= DK/REF]

**CUSEFORH**

WHITE SHOW CARD V1
Can I check, [did the person/any of the people] who did it do any of the things listed on this card because they wanted to hurt you, even if this resulted in no injury?

**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**

1. Kicked you
2. Hit/slapped/punched you
3. Pushed or shoved you
4. Used or hit you with a weapon
5. Been physically violent towards you in some other way
6. None of these

**CFORCEW2A-CFORCEW2E**  [ASK IF CV7102 IN (1..5) OR CUSEFOR IN (1..5)]

[You mentioned earlier that someone wanted to hurt you]

**[IF CV7102 OR CUSEFOR IS SINGLE CODED AND NOT CODE 6]**
Who did they kick, hit/slap/punch, push or shove, use or hit with a weapon?

**[IF CV7102 OR CUSEFOR IS MULTICODED CODED OR CODE 6]**
Who where they violent towards?  **CODE ALL THAT APPLY**

1. Respondent
2. Other household member
3. Someone else

**CINTASSC**  [ASK IF CV7102 IN (1..5) OR CUSEFOR IN (1..5) AND CFORCEW2 = 1]

Do you think that the [person /people]...

**[IF CV7102 OR CUSEFOR IS SINGLE CODED AND NOT CODE 6]**
Who [kicked you, hit/slapped/punched you, pushed or shoved you, used or hit you with a weapon,]?

**[IF CV7102 OR CUSEFOR IS MULTICODED CODED OR CODE 6]**  Who [was/were] violent towards you...?

did it because they wanted to hurt you?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
CFUR

[ASK IF (CV7102 IN (1..5) OR CUSEFOR IN (1..5)) AND (V71 = 1 OR V75 = 1 OR CTRYSTOT = YES OR CSTOLITM = YES) AND (CFORCEW2 = 1 )]

[If CV7102 OR CUSEFOR IS SINGLE CODED AND NOT CODE 6]
[Did they: kick, hit/slap/punch, push or shove, use or hit with a weapon,]?  

[If CV7102 OR CUSEFOR IS MULTICODED CODED OR CODE 6]
Were they violent towards you...?

because they wanted to take or try to take something that belonged to you?

1. Yes
2. No
3. DO NOT PROMPT: Hard to say
4. Don't know

CFORCEU  [ASK IF CFORCEW2 = 1]

WHITE SHOWCARD V3
And did you do any of the things listed on this card to [the person/any of the people] that did it, for example to defend yourself?

1. Yes
2. No

CFORCEF  [ASK IF CFORCEU = YES]

Which one of the following statements would you say best describes what happened?
Would you say...READ OUT

1. They started it
2. or did you start it
3. DO NOT PROMPT: Hard to say

CINJURY1  [ASK IF CV7102 IN (1..5) OR CUSEFOR IN (1..5)]

Were YOU bruised, scratched, cut, physically hurt or injured in any way?

1. Yes
2. No
VICTIMISATION MODULE

CWHINJA-  CWHINJQ  [ASK IF CINJURY1 = YES]

What sort of injuries did you have?  CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Hurt but no marks on skin
2. Marks on skin (e.g. slap marks, redness, dead arm or leg, digging in of nails)
3. Minor bruising or black eye
4. Severe bruising
5. Scratches
6. Cuts
7. Broken bones
8. Broken nose
9. Broken/lost teeth
10. Chipped teeth
11. Concussion or loss of consciousness
12. Facial/head injuries (no mention of bruising)
13. Eye/facial injuries caused by acid, paint, sand, etc. thrown in face
14. Nosebleed
15. Other (SPECIFY)

CWHTWE4A
CWHTEW4M  [ASK IF CV7102 = 4 OR IF CV712 = 1 OR CUSEFOR = 4]

You mentioned earlier that they had a weapon, or something they used or threatened to use as a weapon.

What was the weapon?  CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Bottle
2. Drinking glass
3. Knife
4. Screwdriver/stabbing implement
5. Stick/club/hitting implement
6. Gun/rifle (including replica guns)
7. Stones/bricks/concrete
8. Keys
9. Stationery (pens, pencils, ruler etc)
10. (Cigarette) Lighter
11. Other (SPECIFY)

CDOCATTA–  CDOCATTF  [ASK IF CV7102 IN (1..5) OR CUSEFOR IN (1..5]

WHITE SHOWCARD V4
Can I just check, as a result of what happened did YOU have medical attention or treatment from any of the people on this card?  CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. A trained first aider
2. A paramedic, nurse or doctor
3. A dentist
4. No medical attention or treatment
CTHREVIO  [ASK IF (CUSEFOR = NO OR CUSEFOR = DK/REF) AND (CV711 = 2 OR CV711 – DK/REF)]

Did [the person/the people] who did it THREATEN you?

IF NECESSARY: By threatened we mean they may have threatened to hurt you OR they may have threatened you with a weapon or threatened to use a weapon.

1. Yes
2. No

CWHOHARA-
CWHOHARD  [ASK IF CTHREVIO = YES OR CV711 = YES]

[You mentioned earlier that the person/people who did it threatened you.] Can I just check did they threaten to do something to you or to someone else? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Respondent
2. Someone else

CWHTHREA–
CWHTHREI  [ASK IF CWHOHAR = 1]

What did they threaten to do to you? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Punch/slap/kick/beat up
2. Hit with a weapon/use something as weapon
3. Sexual assault/rape (DO NOT PROMPT)
4. Kill
5. Damage personal property (e.g. mobile phone, MP3 player)
6. Set fire to property (e.g. house)
7. Other (SPECIFY)

4.3.12 CONTACT WITH THE POLICE ABOUT THE INCIDENT

CREPWH2A-
CREPWH2J  [ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD V5
Did you tell any of the people on this card what happened? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Parent or guardian
2. Brother or sister
3. Friend
4. Teacher or another member of staff at school
5. Prefect or pupil with responsibility at school
6. The police
7. Someone else (SPECIFY)
8. No one

CCOPSKNO  [ASK ALL. IF CREPWH2A = 6, CCOPSKNO IS SET TO YES]

Did the police find out or know about what happened?

1. Yes
2. No
CHOWCOPK  [ASK IF CCOPSKNO = 1]

How did the police come to know about it?

1. Police told by respondent
2. Police told by respondent's parents/guardians
3. Police told by school/college/place of learning
4. Police told by another person
5. Police were there
6. Police found out by another way

CCRIME  [ASK ALL]

Did you think that what happened was...READ OUT

1. a crime
2. wrong, but not a crime
3. or just something that happens?

CBULLY  [ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD V6
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT
WHEN THIS HAPPENED DO YOU THINK YOU WERE BEING BULLIED?

1. Yes
2. No

CREVDESC  [ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: YOU RECORDED THE DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT AS: [answer from DESCRINC].

INTERVIEWER – BELOW IS A SUMMARY OF THE INFORMATION COLLECTED IN THIS VICTIM FORM. PLEASE CONFIRM WITH THE RESPONDENT THAT ALL THE INFORMATION IS CORRECT AND IS CONSISTENT WITH THE DESCRIPTION.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING YOU NEED TO ADD, CORRECT OR CLARIFY DO THIS AT THE NEXT QUESTION. YOU SHOULD NOT GO BACK AND AMEND ANYTHING.

YOU HAVE RECORDED THAT:

[[NOTHING/SOMETHING) WAS STOLEN]  (taken from V71/v72)
[[AN/ NO) ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO STEAL SOMETHING (ELSE)]
[[SOMETHING/NOTHING) WAS DAMAGED]
[VICTIM HAD (NO) CONTACT/INFORMATION ABOUT THE OFFENDER(s)]
[FORCE OR VIOLENCE WAS (NOT) USED]
[THE OFFENDER(s) (DID NOT THREATEN ANYONE/THREATENED SOMEONE)]

Is there anything you would like to add or clarify?

1. Yes
2. No
CCHKDESC  [IF CREVDESC = YES]

PLEASE TYPE IN ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION HERE.

Text: Maximum 100 characters

CPRESCA-  
CPRESCF  [ASK ALL VICTIMS]

INTERVIEWER: RECORD WHO WAS PRESENT DURING THE VICTIM FORM

1. No-one else in room
2. Parent/Guardian
3. Another child from household (under 18)
4. Another adult from household (include lodgers)
5. Another child, including visitor (under 18)
6. Another adult, including visitor
5. MODULE A: PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDE TO POLICE AND ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

5.1 PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES TO POLICE

DISPLAY [ASK ALL MODULE A RESPONDENTS]

I’d now like to ask you what you think about the POLICE IN THIS AREA. You don’t need to have had any contact with the police to answer these questions. We’re just interested in your general opinions,

INTERVIEWER PROMPT IF NECESSARY: BY LOCAL AREA I MEAN WITHIN A 15 MINUTE WALK FROM HERE

CRATPOL [ASK ALL MODULE A RESPONDENTS]

BLUE SHOWCARD P1
Looking at this card what best describes your opinion of the police in this area?

1. Positive
2. Neutral
3. Negative

CPOLAT1-CPOLAT6 [ASK ALL MODULE A RESPONDENTS]

BLUE SHOWCARD P2
I’m going to read out a number of different statements about the police. Choosing an answer from this card please say whether you agree or disagree with each statement I read out.

INTERVIEWER PROMPT IF NECESSARY: YOU DO NOT NEED TO HAVE HAD CONTACT WITH THE POLICE, WE ARE INTERESTED IN YOUR OPINION BASED UPON WHAT YOU DO KNOW.

(So do you agree or disagree that…)

1. Agree
2. Neither agree nor disagree
3. Disagree

{ATTITUDE STATEMENTS}

A. The police will help you if you need them (CPOLAT1)
B. The police are helpful and friendly towards young people in your area (CPOLAT2)
C. The police treat young people the same as they treat adults (CPOLAT3)
D. The police treat everyone fairly whatever their skin colour or religion (CPOLAT4)
E. The police understand the problems faced by young people in the area (CPOLAT5)
F. The police are dealing with the things that matter to young people who live in the area (CPOLAT6)
5.2 EXPERIENCES OF THE POLICE

CPFILTA-CPFILTE [ASK ALL MODULE A RESPONDENTS]

Is anyone you live with a police officer or a Police Community Support Officer (PCSOs)?

FIRST TWO CODES CAN BE MULTICODED

1. Yes - Police officer
2. Yes - PCSO
3. No

{Questions on the police are not asked of respondents where they or a member of their household are in the police but are asked if they live with a PCSO}

CPKNOW [ASK IF CPFILTER NE 1 OR 2]

Do you know any of the police officers or Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) who work in your local area by name, by sight or both?

READ OUT: Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) work for the police. They wear a uniform similar to police officers and deal with things that do not require police officer’s experience or powers.

CODE ONE ONLY

1. Yes – both by name and sight
2. Yes – by name only
3. Yes – by sight only
4. No – neither

CPSEENLA [ASK IF CPFILTER NE 1 OR 2]

Apart from in or around your school, in the last 12 months have you seen any police officers or Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) on foot or on bicycles in your local area?

1. Yes
2. No

CPFOOT [ASK IF CPSEENLA = 1]

On average, how often do you see police officers or Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) on foot or on bicycles in your local area? Would you say it was...

READ OUT

1. More than once a day
2. Once a day
3. About once a week
4. About once a month
5. Less than once a month

CANYSCH [ASK IF CPFILTER NE 1 OR 2 AND CSCHATT = YES]

In the last 12 months has a police officer or Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) given a talk at your school?

1. Yes
2. No
CANYCR3A-
CANYCR3J  [ASK IF CPFILTER NE 1 OR 2]

BLUE SHOWCARD P3
Still thinking about the last 12 months, has a police officer or Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) talked to or approached you for any of the reasons shown on this card? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. To tell you off or ask you to move on
2. Stopped you in the street
3. To stop and search you
4. To ask you about anti social behaviour or a crime
5. To ask for your opinion (e.g. about problems in the area)
6. Police officer known personally to respondent
7. Some other reason
8. The police have not talked to or approached me

CSATPOL2  [ASK IF CANYCR3 IN (1….7)]

Thinking about the last time a police officer or Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) talked to or approached you, overall were you satisfied or dissatisfied with the way they dealt with you?

1. Satisfied
2. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
3. Dissatisfied

CPVIEWC2  [ASK IF CANYCR3 IN (1….7)]

Thinking about the last time a police officer or Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) talked to or approached you, did this change your opinion towards the police at all? Did your opinion of them…READ OUT

1. become more positive,
2. become less positive
3. or, did it not change at all?

CSTOPFAI  [ASK IF CPFILTER NE 1 OR 2 AND CANYCR3 NE 3]

If the police were to stop and search you, do you think that they would treat you fairly?

1. Yes
2. No

CSTOPFA2  [ASK IF CPFILTER NE 1 OR 2 AND CANYCR3 = 3]

Earlier you said the police stopped and searched you. Do you think that they treated you fairly?

1. Yes
2. No

5.3 ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

DISPLAY  [ASK ALL MODULE A RESPONDENTS]

Now for some questions about hanging around in groups.
CTEENHAN [ASK ALL MODULE A RESPONDENTS]

BLUE SHOWCARD AB1
How much of a problem do you think teenagers hanging around on the streets are in your area?

1. Very big problem
2. Fairly big problem
3. Not a very big problem
4. Not a problem at all

CHNGOFT [ASK ALL MODULE A RESPONDENTS]

BLUE SHOWCARD AB2
How often do you hang around with your friends in public places, for example on the streets, in parks or playgrounds, or around shopping centres?

1. Three or more times per week
2. Once or twice a week
3. Once or twice a month
4. Less than once a month
5. Never
6. MODULE B: PERSONAL SAFETY, CRIME PREVENTION AND SECURITY

6.1 PERSONAL SAFETY

CDARK1  [ASK ALL MODULE B RESPONDENTS]

GREEN SHOWCARD CP1
Now I’d like to ask you about going out in the evening

How often, if at all, would you say you usually go out in the evening without an adult supervising you? By this we mean someone such as your parent or guardian, a friend’s parent or guardian, a teacher or some other adult relative

INTERVIEWER NOTE: By evening we mean after around 5pm.

1. Every day/ almost every day
2. Two or three times a week
3. Once a week
4. Every other week
5. Once a month
6. Less often than once a month
7. Never

CNDARK1A
CNDARK1J  [ASK IF CDARK1 = 6 OR 7]

GREEN SHOWCARD CP2
You mentioned that you [never go out/ go out less than once a month] in the evening, without an adult supervising you. Why do you [never go out/not go out more]?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. I don’t want to go out in the evening
2. I’m not allowed to go out in the evening
3. I have no reason to
4. Fear of the dark/night
5. Fear of crime
6. Homework to do
7. Too young to go out
8. Other reason (SPECIFY)
6.2 USE OF SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WITH PERSONAL PROPERTY

CSPPEL3A - [ASK ALL MODULE B RESPONDENTS]

I’d now like to ask you some questions about keeping your belongings safe

Do you PERSONALLY have any of the following items? READ OUT

INTERVIEWER NOTE: Mobile phones should include smartphones such as iPhone HTC, Android & Blackberry.

1. Mobile phone
2. Tablet computer (e.g. iPad)
3. Portable or handheld games console (e.g. PSP or Nintendo DS)
4. None of these

CSPPMOB [ASK IF CSPPEL2 = 1]

Is your phone a smart phone (for example iPhone, HTC, Android, Blackberry)?

IF NECESSARY SAY: By Smart phone I mean an advanced mobile phone that allows you to access the internet and data services, such as email and applications.

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

CSPPE1 - CSPPE4 [ASK IF CSPPEL2 = 1]

GREEN SHOWCARD CP3

I am now going to read out a number of things you might do or might have done to keep your mobile safe. For each one can you tell me how often, if at all, you do it?

How often do you….?

1. All of the time
2. Most of the time
3. Sometimes
4. Not that often
5. Never

{STATEMENTS}

1. Avoid using your mobile phone in public (CSPPE1)
2. Avoid using your mobile in certain areas or places (e.g. on public transport) (CSPPE3)
3. Use a PIN lock or code on the phone to prevent others using it without permission (CSPPE4)
I am now going to read out a number of things you might do or might have done to keep your tablet computer safe (e.g. iPad or Kindle Fire). For each one can you tell me how often, if at all, you do it?

How often do you…….? 
1. All of the time
2. Most of the time
3. Sometimes
4. Not that often
5. Never
6. SPONTANEOUS ONLY: Do not take my tablet computer out (appears for first statement only)

{STATEMENTS}
1. Avoid using your tablet computer in public (CSPE51)

Statements 2 and 3 are only asked if CSPE51 NE 6
2. Keep your tablet computer hidden/out of sight (e.g. in your pocket/bag) (CSPE52)
3. Avoid using your tablet computer in certain areas or places (e.g. on public transport) (CSPE53)

I am now going to read out a number of things you might do or might have done to keep your portable games console safe (e.g. PSP or Nintendo DS). For each one can you tell me how often, if at all, you do it?

How often do you…….? 
1. All of the time
2. Most of the time
3. Sometimes
4. Not that often
5. Never
6. SPONTANEOUS ONLY: Do not take my games console out (appears for first statement only)

{STATEMENTS}
1. Avoid using your portable games console in public (CSPE51)

Statements 2 and 3 are only asked if CSPE51 NE 6
2. Keep your portable games console hidden/out of sight (e.g. in your pocket/bag) (CSPE52)
3. Avoid using your portable games console in certain areas or places (e.g. on public transport) (CSPE53)
CSPPBIKE  [ASK ALL MODULE B RESPONDENTS]

Do you PERSONALLY have a bike?
1. Yes
2. No

CSPPB1  CSPPB4  [IF CSPPBIKE = 1]

GREEN SHOWCARD CP3
I am now going to read out a number of things you might do or might have done to keep your bike safe. For each one can you tell me how often, if at all, you do it?

How often, if at all do you…..?

1. All of the time
2. Most of the time
3. Sometimes
4. Not that often
5. Never
6. SPONTANEOUS ONLY: Never leave bike when out (only include for statement 2)

[STATEMENTS]

1. Store your bike inside your house or in locked shed/garage (CSPPB1)
2. Lock up your bike when you are out and about but not using it (CSPPB2)
   Statements 3 and 4 only asked if CSPPB2 NE 6
3. Take off part of the bike when you leave it to make it harder to ride away (e.g. the wheel or saddle) (CSPPB3)
4. Take off removable parts that could be stolen (e.g. lights) (CSPPB4)
7. SELF-COMPLETION MODULE

CTPRACE  [ASK ALL]

SELF-COMPLETION PRACTICE QUESTIONS
The next questions are for you to answer yourself. The answers that you give will be kept private so please try to answer as honestly. No one will get in trouble from any answers you give.

Before I begin I will show you how to enter your answers into the computer.

For some questions you can choose one answer and for others you can choose more than one answer. You can chose your answers from those listed by touching the answer you want to give. If there are any questions you do not want to answer you can select the box ‘Don’t want to answer’.

CNONRESP  [ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: HAS THE RESPONDENT ACCEPTED THE SELF-COMPLETION?

1. Self-completion accepted
2. Self-completion refused
3. Completed by interviewer

CREASONA-
CREASONM  [ASK IF CNONRESP = 2 OR 3]

INTERVIEWER TO COMPLETE.

INTERVIEWER - CODE REASON(S) WHY RESPONDENT REFUSED OR WANTED INTERVIEWER TO COMPLETE

1. Didn't like computer
2. Eyesight problems
3. Other disability
4. Objected to study
5. Worried about confidentiality
6. Could not read/write
7. Ran out of time
8. Language problems
9. Couldn’t be bothered
10. Children present/tending to children
11. Other people present in room
12. Other

7.1 PRACTICE QUESTIONS

+CTEXAMP  [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1]

Here is an example of the first type of question where you have to choose one answer.

INTERVIEWER: TURN THE SCREEN TO THE RESPONDENT AND LET THE RESPONDENT ANSWER WHILE YOU OBSERVE AND HELP IF NECESSARY.
Have you used a computer before?

1. Yes
2. No

Which of these types of food do you like?

1. Pizza
2. Pasta
3. Hamburgers
4. Hotdogs
5. Fish
6. Chips
7. Salad
8. Fruit
9. Ice-cream
10. Don’t know
11. Don’t want to answer

You have now finished the practice questions. Please tell the interviewer you are ready to move on and hand the computer back for a moment.

1. Continue

Shortly I will give you some headphones to put on so you can listen to the questions. You can remove the headphones at any time if you would rather read the questions.

If respondent still accepts the self-completion give them the headphones and go on by continuing to the next screen and hand the computer back to the respondent.

And now some questions for you to answer yourself.

Press the ‘continue’ button on the screen to move to the next question.
7.2 USE OF THE INTERNET

CG2INTA [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP= 1 OR 3]

Starting with some questions about using the internet

Have you used the internet in the last 12 months?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t Know
4. Don’t want to answer

CG2INT1A-CG2INT1K [ASK IF CG2INTA = YES]

What do you mainly use the internet for?

PLEASE LOOK AT THE SCREEN FOR THE CHOICES.

YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1. E-mail
2. Instant messaging (e.g. WhatsApp, iMessage, Skype, BBM)
3. Social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, Myspace, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest)
4. Chat rooms
5. Studying/homework
6. Downloading music/ films/ games/screen savers/other software
7. Playing online games/doing quizzes/competitions
8. Shopping online/booking tickets for events or concerts
9. Watching TV/listening to the radio
10. Something else
11. Don’t know
12. Don’t want to answer

CEXPINTA-CEXPINTH [ASK IF CGINTA = 1]

In the last 12 months, have any of these things happened to you while using the internet?

PLEASE LOOK AT THE SCREEN FOR THE CHOICES.

YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1. A computer virus
2. Loss of money
3. Unauthorised access to/use of personal data (e.g. e-mail, Facebook)
4. Upsetting images
5. Abusive/threatening behaviour
6. None of these
7. Don’t know
8. Don’t want to answer
7.3 BULLYING

**DISPLAY**  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Now for some questions about bullying. You might have told the interviewer about this already but these questions ask about bullying in general so please include anything you have already told the interviewer about, as well as anything about other situations where you feel you have been bullied.

PRESS THE ‘CONTINUE’ BUTTON ON THE SCREEN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT QUESTION.

**CBUL**  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

In the last 12 months, has anyone bullied you in a way that frightened or upset you?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t Know
4. Don’t want to answer

**DISPLAY**  [ASK IF CBUL = 1]

The next few questions are about when you have been bullied. If there are any questions you don’t want to answer please choose the ‘Don’t want to answer’ option. All your answers will be kept private.

PRESS THE ‘CONTINUE’ BUTTON ON THE SCREEN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT QUESTION.

**CBULT**  [ASK IF CBUL = 1]

How often have you been bullied in the last 12 months?

1. Every day or a few times a week
2. Once or twice a week
3. Once every two weeks
4. Once a month
5. Less often than this
6. It varies too much to say
7. Don’t Know
8. Don’t want to answer

**CBULNU**  [ASK IF CBUL = 1]

During the last 12 months were you bullied by the same person, or different people?

1. The same person
2. Different people
3. Don’t know
4. Don’t want to answer
[HAS THE/BULLY/HAVE THE BULLIES] DONE ANY OF THESE THINGS TO YOU?

YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1. Physically hurt you or tried to hurt you
2. Pushed or shoved you
3. Threatened to hurt you
4. Haven’t done any of these
5. Don’t know
6. Don’t want to answer

And [has the bully/have the bullies] done any of these things to you?

YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1. Stolen your money or other belongings
2. Made or tried to make you give them money or other things
3. Damaged your belongings
4. Haven’t done any of these
5. Don’t know
6. Don’t want to answer

And [has the bully/have the bullies] done any of these things to you?

YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1. Called you names, swore at you or insulted you
2. Ignored you on purpose or left you out of things
3. Spread rumours about you
4. Haven’t done any of these
5. Don’t know
6. Don’t want to answer

Thinking about all the bullying mentioned so far, did any take place at school (including on school grounds, school buses and school trips)?

1. All of the bullying took place at school
2. Some of the bullying took place at school
3. None of the bullying took place at school
4. Don’t know
5. Don’t want to answer
CBULX5  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Have you experienced cyber bullying in the last 12 months? For example has anyone sent you unwanted and nasty emails, texts or messages or posted something nasty about you on a website?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Don’t want to answer

CSCLBUL  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

How well does your school deal with bullying?

1. Very well
2. Quite well
3. Not very well
4. Badly
5. Bullying is not a problem at my school
6. Don’t Know
7. Don’t want to answer

7.4 STREET GANGS

+DISPLAY  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

The next few questions are about street gangs, by this we mean….

Groups of young people who hang around together and:

- have a specific area or territory;
- have a name, a colour or something else to identify the group;
- possibly have rules or a leader; or
- who may commit crimes together.

CGANGAW  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Do you know anyone well enough to speak to who is a member of a street gang?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Someone you know used to be a member but isn’t any more
4. Don’t know
5. Don’t want to answer
CGANGKNA-
CGANGKNH  [ASK IF CGANGAW = 1]

How do you know them?

PLEASE LOOK AT THE SCREEN FOR THE CHOICES.
YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1.  Friend
2.  Brothers or sisters (including step, foster or adoptive)
3.  Other relative
4.  Neighbour
5.  Pupil at school
6.  Someone else
7.  Don't Know
8.  Don't want to answer

CGANGSEL  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

And are you a member of a street gang?

By a street gang, we mean groups of young people who hang around together and:

- have a specific area or territory;
- have a name, a colour or something else to identify the group;
- possibly have rules or a leader; or
- who may commit crimes together.

1.  Yes
2.  No
3.  You used to be a member but aren’t any more
4.  Don’t know
5.  Don’t want to answer

CGPROB2  [ASK ALL IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

How much of a problem are street gangs in your local area?

1.  A big problem
2.  Not a very big problem
3.  Not a problem at all
4.  Don’t know
5.  Don’t want to answer
What do you think is the main problem with street gangs in your local area?

PLEASE LOOK AT THE SCREEN FOR THE CHOICES. YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1. Hanging around
2. Bullying/intimidation
3. Violence
4. Robbery/stealing
5. Buying/selling drugs
6. Taking drugs
7. Other
8. Don’t know
9. Don’t want to answer

7.5 OPINIONS ON BURGLARY AND VIOLENCE

BREAKWRONG [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Do you think it is very wrong, wrong, a little wrong or not wrong at all to break into or try to break into a building to steal something?

1. Not wrong at all
2. A little wrong
3. Wrong
4. Very wrong
5. Don’t want to answer

WEAPONWRONG [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Do you think it is very wrong, wrong, a little wrong or not wrong at all to use a weapon or force to get money or things from another young person?

1. Not wrong at all
2. A little wrong
3. Wrong
4. Very wrong
5. Don’t want to answer

7.6 SCHOOL TRUANCY

CTRUANT1 [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Now for some questions about school

In the last 12 months, have you missed or skipped school without permission for a whole day or longer?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Have not attended school in the last 12 months
4. Don’t know
5. Don’t want to answer
CTRUNUM [ASK IF CTRUANT1 = 1]

How many full days in the last 12 months have you skipped school?

1. One or two days
2. 3 to 5 days
3. 6 to 10 days
4. More than 10 days
5. Don't know
6. Don't want to answer

CSUSPEN [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

In the last 12 months, have you been suspended or excluded from school?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Have not attended school in the last 12 months
4. Don't know
5. Don't want to answer

7.7 CARRYING KNIVES

+DISPLAY [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

The next questions are about things you or anyone you know might do when out and about.

TOUCH THE ‘CONTINUE’ BUTTON ON THE SCREEN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT QUESTION.

CKNIFBD [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Do you know anyone who carries a knife for their own protection, in case they get into a fight for example?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Don’t want to answer

CB2KNIB [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

In the last 12 months, have YOU personally carried a knife for your own protection, in case you got into a fight for example?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Don’t want to answer
7.8 DRINKING BEHAVIOUR

DISPLAY  [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Now for a few questions about drinking alcohol such as beer, cider, sprits, alcopops or wine. Please answer them honestly. The answers you give are completely private.

If there are any questions you don’t want to answer please choose the ‘Don’t want to answer’ option

TOUCH THE ‘CONTINUE’ BUTTON ON THE SCREEN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT QUESTION.

CA1EVAL  [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Have you ever had an alcoholic drink – a whole drink, not just a sip?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t Know
4. Don’t want to answer

CALCDRUN  [ASK IF CA1EVAL = YES]

Have you ever been drunk?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Don’t want to answer

CALCDRN2  [ASK IF CALCDRUN = YES]

And have you been drunk in the last 12 MONTHS?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Don’t want to answer

CALCDRU3  [ASK IF CALCDRN2 = YES]

Thinking about the last 12 MONTHS, how many times have you felt drunk?
Please give your best guess if you don’t know.

1. 2 or 3 times a month or more
2. Once a month
3. Once every couple of months
4. Less often
5. Don’t Know
6. Don’t want to answer
7.9 CANNABIS USE

**CDRQ2A**  [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

Have you EVER tried CANNABIS (sometimes known as MARIJUANA, HASH or SKUNK)?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Never heard of it
4. Don’t know
5. Don't want to answer

**CDRQ1H**  [ASK IF CDRQ2A = YES]

In the last 12 MONTHS have you taken CANNABIS (sometimes known as MARIJUANA, HASH or SKUNK)?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Don't want to answer

**CDRQ2C**  [ASK IF CDRQ1H = YES]

And again, thinking about the last 12 months, how often have you used CANNABIS (sometimes known as MARIJUANA, HASH or SKUNK)?

1. 2 or 3 times a month or more
2. Once a month
3. Once every couple of months
4. Less often
5. Don’t Know
6. Don't want to answer

7.10 VERIFICATION QUESTIONS

**CDRQ1A**  [ASK IF CNONRESP = 1 OR 3]

The question that follows may seem very similar to one you have already answered; however it is still important that you answer it.

PRESS THE ‘CONTINUE’ BUTTON ON THE SCREEN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT QUESTION.
In the last 12 months (since the 1st of [*DATE*]) has anyone done any of these to you because they wanted to hurt you, even if this resulted in no injury?

YOU CAN CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IF YOU WANT.

1. Kicked you
2. Hit/slapped/punched you
3. Pushed or shoved you
4. Used or hit you with a weapon
5. Been physically violent towards you in some other way
6. No-one has done any of these things to you
7. Don't know
8. Don't want to answer

Thank you for completing this section. Your answers will be completely confidential. If you want to go back over any answers, the interviewer can tell you how to do this. Please tell the interviewer that you have finished and they will press a key which will hide your answers, so that no-one can see them on the screen.

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER YOUR INTERVIEWER NUMBER (THE ONE YOU ENTERED AT THE START OF THE INTERVIEW) TO CARRY ON

Once you go on to the next questions, the previous answers will be locked.

ANSWERS LOCKED

INTERVIEWER: TO WHAT EXTENT DID THE RESPONDENT USE AUDIO CASI?

1. Audio CASI used for all questions
2. Audio CASI used for most questions
3. Audio CASI used for some questions
4. Audio CASI used for one or two questions only
5. Didn't use audio CASI
8. DEMOGRAPHICS MODULE

8.1 HELP AT SCHOOL

I’d now like to ask you about any extra help you may get at school.

CTCHASTA- [ASK ALL]
CTCHASTH

ORANGE SHOWCARD D1
Do you get extra help at school from a person like a Teaching Assistant in any of the ways shown on this card?

1. Extra help with school work and learning
2. Extra help with getting about
3. Extra help with communicating
4. Extra help to stay calm
5. Extra help taking your medicine
6. No, I do not get any extra help

8.2 HEALTH

CILLNESS [ASK ALL]

I’d now like to ask you a few more questions about yourself.

Do you have any long term illness or disability?

IF NECESSARY: By long term I mean anything that has affected you for longer than three months or that is likely to affect you for longer than three months.

1. Yes
2. No

CLIMITS [ASK IF CILLNESS = YES]

Does this illness or disability limit your activities in any way?

1. Yes
2. No

CCARER2 [ASK ALL]

Some people your age provide help or support to people who are physically or mentally ill, disabled or misusing drugs or alcohol. This could be a parent, brother, sister, another relative or someone else.

Is there anyone like this who you have to look after on an ongoing basis? This could include people who live with you and people who do not.

1. Yes – someone I live with
2. Yes – someone I do not live with
3. No
8.3 NATIONALITY, COUNTRY OF BIRTH AND RELIGION

CETHNIC [ASK ALL]

ORANGE SHOWCARD D2
Looking at this card, how would you describe yourself?

1. White
2. Mixed ethnic group
3. Asian or Asian British
4. Black or Black British
5. Chinese
6. Other

CWHITE [ASK IF CETHNIC = 1]

And would you describe yourself as…READ OUT

1. British,
2. or from another White background?

CMIXED [ASK IF CETHNIC = 2]

And would you describe yourself as…READ OUT

1. White & Black Caribbean
2. White & Black African
3. White & Asian
4. or from another mixed background?

CASIAN [ASK IF CETHNIC = 3]

And would you describe yourself as…READ OUT

1. Indian,
2. Pakistani,
3. Bangladeshi,
4. or from another Asian background?

CBLACK [ASK IF CETHNIC = 4]

And would you describe yourself as…READ OUT

1. Caribbean
2. African
3. or from another Black background?

CRELIG3 [ASK ALL]

What is your religion, even if you are not currently practicing? CODE ONE ONLY

IF YES PROBE FOR RELIGION

1. No religion
2. Christian (including Church of England, Catholic, Protestant, and all other Christian denominations)
3. Buddhist
4. Hindu
5. Jewish
6. Muslim
7. Sikh
8. Any other religion (SPECIFY)